Junior Promenade Is Held Tonight In Hotel Statler

Tickets Sold This Week, Receipts And Ensure No Deficit.

Gold Comports Will Be Given Out To Ladies As Similars.

Vee Doe Will Put Out Special Issue To Be Sold At Front Stpper.

As a result of increased sales through increased ticket sales this week, the Junior Promenade of the Class of 1939 will be held tonight in the Hotel Statler at 9:40 to 11:00.

Nearly 600 people will be present, bringing the attendance close to the limit set by the committee. Nearly early this week were responsible for the success of this sale. The net expected profit is expected the committee reported that all expenses have been met and the sale in the first.

Schedule of Events.

Arriving guests will be guided to the junior promenade by uniformed ushers. Guests will be divided into several groups and the ushers will direct them to the proper place. In the Imperial Ballroom, ushers will conduct regular dance programs at the door. Following the Grand March, guests to their table. Early in the evening, guests will be served during the intermission beginning at 12:30 o'clock. While the upper is in progress, the (Continued on Page 4).

Junior Prom.

Course Counselling Dinner Draws Crowd

Discussion With Graduate Men Attended By Freshmen.

Over one hundred freshmen attended the first course counselling dinner tonight, according to the T. C. A. last Tuesday evening. The purpose of the dinner was to help the freshmen, who are in their second or third week of courses, take an opportunity to meet other students and find out what courses they may wish to take. There were about 60 students present, including about 30 freshmen.

There will be two more of these dinners on the next two Fridays as the number of students interested about courses seems to be too large to be accommodated in one meeting. The next meetings for the second half of the term will be on November 5.

Chowder Party Held By A.I.M.E. Members

The annual banquet of the division of the American Institute of Mining Engineers was held in the Statler Hotel on November 18. The speake was the guests of the Statler Club of the A.I.M.E. The meeting was well attended.

Boxing Dropped From List Of Recognized Technology Sports By MITAA Decision

Rawson Opposes Abolition As Real Loss

Coach Seeks Students To Change

No Tech Men Have Been Hurt Seriously While In Meets

Team Members Look At Move With Different Attitude.

Tennyson Rawson, M.I.T., tennis pro box office since 1939, declared the abolition of this sport as one of the strongest arguments. "I think that the technological athletes will not do well on the sports that developing the body in the finest and purest form, as well as physically." Tennyson said that the move received great benefit from boxing. Rawson stated, "We want to say that we expected a storm from protest from the younger students and, more especially, from graduate co-curricular who was able to play the sport to be offered."

Defensive Team's Stand

Defending the junior's admittadly and used a number of sports, the veteran coach maintained that we have never tried to make win-all-important or our chief consideration. Our boys have been defeated at the last minute, but we have never lost any points. Rawson added that the defense that few men were not the same variety, that few men who would make the first team, come out and do their part in the game and score our first points. As for under not used as attending by the magazine.

Griffin Offers Four Awards For Great Or English Improvemen

At the last meeting of the Griffin Board it was announced that four prizes will be awarded for the best original poems of work solicited in outline assignments. This includes not only writing for publications but advertising letters and business reports.

The executives of each publication will select four candidates from their staff by April 15 and submit these names to a group of judges appointed by Griffin. The judges will make the final selection and prizes will be awarded at the Griffin Banquet in May. The committee of choice of the prizes is Douglas G. Exner, '38, Harold A. Sours Jr., '38, and Herbert A. Zimmerman, '37.

5:15 Elect Officers Next Monday Evening

In Four Years Club Has Grown To Over Four Hundred.

The Technology Committee's Association better known as the 5:15 Club was organized in the Spring of 1935 through the efforts of a group of faculty and graduate students, according to the committee. The committee has grown steadily since its inception, as the number of members has increased. The group now has representation from all the departments at the Institute and has members from both intercollegiate and intramural competition. The rules for participation in the meetings were announced by Sigma Phi Mu, Delta Upsilon, Kappa Sigma, Phi Kappa Psi, Phi Mu Delta, and Theta Delta Chi.

For Literary Work

At the time this went to press last night, nothing had been heard from the telephone company as to how the telephones were used, much was lost, to who could have monthly the theft.

The telephones have been removed by the telephone company to be removed before being installed.

Graduates Hear Ober Discuss Aeronautics

In "Air Ship Design" were discussed in a talk by Professor Ober at the Graduate House Dinner on Wednesday evening. Professor Ober, of the Department of Aeronautics, presented some of the latest developments of the technology. This was an opportunity for development of the department of the Aeronautics, as well as for the operation of right larger-than-air craft, which is the subject of the operation shows the development of the ship. Professor Ober expressed confidence that the developments of the modern airship is in commercial transport, amounting to some $60,000 in water, is the water pressure of the modern airship. For example, he never has seen as low as 60).